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Abstract

Lectures are a learning experience for both stu-
dents and teachers. Students learn from teach-
ers about the subject material, while teachers
learn from students about how to refine their in-
struction. However, online student feedback is
unstructured and abundant, making it challeng-
ing for teachers to learn and improve. We take
a step towards tackling this challenge. First,
we contribute a dataset for studying this prob-
lem: SIGHT is a large dataset of 288 math lec-
ture transcripts and 15,784 comments collected
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy OpenCourseWare (MIT OCW) YouTube
channel. Second, we develop a rubric for cate-
gorizing feedback types using qualitative anal-
ysis. Qualitative analysis methods are pow-
erful in uncovering domain-specific insights,
however they are costly to apply to large data
sources. To overcome this challenge, we pro-
pose a set of best practices for using large lan-
guage models (LLMs) to cheaply classify the
comments at scale. We observe a striking corre-
lation between the model’s and humans’ an-
notation: Categories with consistent human
annotations (>0.9 inter-rater reliability, IRR)
also display higher human-model agreement
(>0.7), while categories with less consistent
human annotations (0.7-0.8 IRR) correspond-
ingly demonstrate lower human-model agree-
ment (0.3-0.5). These techniques uncover use-
ful student feedback from thousands of com-
ments, costing around $0.002 per comment.
We conclude by discussing exciting future di-
rections on using online student feedback and
improving automated annotation techniques for
qualitative research.*

*Equal contributions.
SIGHT is intended for research purposes only to promote better
understanding of effective pedagogy and student feedback.
We follow MIT’s Creative Commons License. The dataset
should not be used for commercial purposes. We include
an elaborate discussion about limitations of our dataset in
Section 7 and about the ethical use of the data in the Ethics
Statement Section. The code and data are open-sourced here:
https://github.com/rosewang2008/sight.

1 Introduction

Lectures are a learning experience for both students
and teachers. Students learn from teachers about
the subject material. Teachers also learn from stu-
dents about how to improve their instruction (for
Teaching Project, 2011; Pianta et al., 2008; Evans
and Guymon, 1978; Hativa, 1998). However, in the
online education setting, student feedback is both
abundant and unstructured. This makes it challeng-
ing for teachers with online content to synthesize
and learn from available feedback.

To take a step towards tackling this challenge, we
contribute SIGHT (Student Insights Gathered from
Higher Education Transcripts), a large dataset of
288 math lecture transcripts and 15,784 comments
collected from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology OpenCourseWare (MIT OCW) YouTube
channel. MIT OCW is a popular YouTube channel
that offers a collection of lecture content from real
MIT courses. Their courses gather up to thousands
of student comments (OCW, 2020, 2023; Breslow
et al., 2013), in which users express a range of
feedback from excitement about the pedagogy to
confusion about the course content. The dataset is
a rich source of data for studying the relationship
between teaching content and student commentary.

Second, we develop a rubric for categorizing dif-
ferent kinds of student feedback in the YouTube
comments using a qualitative analysis approach.
Qualitative analysis involves iteratively examining
the data and accounting for the context (Corbin
et al., 1990; Erickson et al., 1985; Bauer and
Gaskell, 2000). For example, we examine the
student comments for useful feedback categories
while accounting for the online context of the in-
struction. Our rubric includes 9 categories of stu-
dent YouTube comments, spanning from general
feedback useful for encouraging instructors (e.g.,
“Amazing lectures!”) to specific comments on the
pedagogy or technical content.
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Lecture transcript

[…] This is an important lecture. It's about 
projection. And I'll, let me start by just projecting 
a vector b down on a vector a. So just to, so you 
see what the geometry looks like in, when […]

Student comments

Can anyone explain what professor meant by pivot variables ?

Terrific, terrific lecture, esp his way of using linear combination / "column picture" to 
solve equations. I have never heard of it, but it is so much easier!  Thank you Prof. 

Strang/MIT for posting these lectures!

At 43:32, shouldn't Professor Strang have put *infinite* as opposed to *1* solutions to Ax 
= b. When r = m = n, all n (or m) - dimensional vectors can be obtained from linear 

combinations of A's columns because the column space is also n-dimensional.

!

"

#

Figure 1: A peek into SIGHT: Every lecture is associated with student comments. SIGHT contains 10 courses, 288
lectures, and 15,784 comments. The comments are labeled using our coding rubric that isolates different types of
student feedback.

While qualitative analysis methods are effec-
tive in uncovering domain-specific insights, ap-
plying these methods to large sources of data is
challenging (Erickson et al., 1985; Corbin and
Strauss, 1990; Bauer and Gaskell, 2000; O’Connor
and Joffe, 2020). Scaling annotation effectively
is crucial for sifting through large amounts of
unstructured data (e.g., the 15,784 comments in
SIGHT) and uncovering relevant student feedback.
However, qualitative methodologies often require
domain-expertise. This limits the pool of analysts,
which makes it expensive to find this expertise or
means that only a small sample of the data can be
analyzed (Harrison et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2017).
Additionally, the qualitative analysis process is
time-consuming because it allows for the annota-
tion rubric to be adapted and accommodate new cat-
egories. This means that data has to be re-annotated
frequently and must be analyzed flexibly. There-
fore, our third contribution is proposing a set of
best practices for using pretrained large language
models (LLMs)—specifically ChatGPT (OpenAI,
2023)—to cheaply, quickly and flexibly annotate
data at scale. We explore different prompting ap-
proaches (e.g., zero-shot, k-shot, and reasoning).

We analyze the quality of the model annotation
and the diversity of user feedback. Categories with
consistent human annotations (>0.9 inter-rater re-
liability, IRR) also display higher human-model
agreement (>0.7), while categories with less consis-
tent human annotations (0.7-0.8) correspondingly
demonstrate lower human-model agreement (0.3-
0.5). Albeit imperfect, annotating with ChatGPT
allows researchers to explore their entire dataset
in a fast, cost-effective way. For example, we are
able to sift through 15,784 comments and identify
those related to student confusion and lecture peda-
gogy in a few hours, all under $0.002 per comment.

These comments can be invaluable for instructors
looking to improve their lecture content.

In summary, we make the following contribu-
tions in this paper:

1. We create SIGHT, a dataset of 288 lecture tran-
scripts from MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW)
mathematics courses and of 15,784 annotated
user comments.

2. We develop an annotation rubric of feedback
types found in YouTube comments using a
qualitative analysis approach.

3. We release a set of best practices for using
LLMs with qualitative coding rubrics for scal-
ing annotation.

4. We analyze the quality of the annotation and
the diverse types of student feedback uncov-
ered via our automated annotation procedure.

2 Related Work

2.1 YouTube as an Educational Platform
YouTube is an online platform with a vast collec-
tion of educational videos, such as from MIT OCW
(OCW, 2023). Due to its popularity and large vol-
ume of high-quality education content, YouTube is
an important platform for providing educational re-
sources. For example, prior work in education have
studied how YouTube provides educational video
content to fields like medicine (Curran et al., 2020),
support multi-modal learning through video and
lecture slides (Lee et al., 2022), or allows for infor-
mative discussions in the comment section (Dubovi
and Tabak, 2020; Lee et al., 2017). Prior works
have not yet studied how YouTube comments can
serve as feedback for instructors who host online
content.
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2.2 Student Feedback

Course evaluations by students are the cornerstone
for providing feedback to instructors at higher
educational institutions (Hammonds et al., 2017;
Marsh and Roche, 1997). However, internal course
evaluations receive limited student responses, are
administered infrequently, and suffer from recency
bias (e.g., surveys are typically administered after
final examinations) (Cohen, 1981; Greenwald and
Gillmore, 1997; Kim and Piech, 2023). Integrating
traditional evaluations with informal evaluations
from online platforms, like MOOCs and YouTube,
can expand the sources of feedback.

Another challenge with course evaluations is
that they are unstructured: Student evaluations can
encompass a wide range of topics, from techni-
cal issues to personal opinions. This is an even
more prominent issue for YouTube where videos
receive a lot of spam comments. While unsuper-
vised natural language processing (NLP) methods,
such as topic modeling, have been applied to sur-
vey data to extract themes (Hujala et al., 2020),
they struggle to identify specific information. Al-
ternatively, classifiers can be trained for specific
domains, e.g., sentiment classifiers for measuring
class mood (Hynninen et al., 2019; Baddam et al.,
2019; Gottipati et al., 2018; Alhija and Fresko,
2009; Azab et al., 2016), however they are time-
consuming to train, especially if the rubrics are
modified over the course of analysis. Finally, al-
though qualitative analysis offers powerful insights,
it is typically limited to small data samples and is
challenging to scale (Asselin et al., 2011; Brook,
2011; Lee et al., 2017).

2.3 LLMs for Qualitative Analysis

Recent advances in NLP have resulted in the devel-
opment of sophisticated pretrained LLMs like Chat-
GPT (OpenAI, 2023). These models are appealing
because they are able to generalize to many do-
mains and follow instructions easily (Brown et al.,
2020). We believe these characteristics are particu-
larly appealing for researchers who use qualitative
analysis methods and want to explore their dataset
fully. Recent works have explored using ChatGPT
for annotation on existing datasets and benchmarks
(Kuzman et al., 2023; Ziems et al., 2023; He et al.,
2023; Gilardi et al., 2023). Our work explores ap-
plying LLMs to scale annotation on a novel rubric
we’ve designed for our research purposes.

Number of lecture series 10
Number of lecture transcripts 288

Number of comments 15,784
Number of labels (Section 4) 9

Table 1: Summary statistics for the SIGHT. We use the
labels developed from the coding rubric described in
Section 4 to annotate all the comments in the dataset.

3 SIGHT

This section details the dataset contents and data
collection procedure. Table 1 summarizes the
dataset statistics.

3.1 Lecture Transcripts
Our work focuses on math lectures from MIT OCW.
We use all of the math course playlists listed on
MIT OCW as of date, and all of the videos be-
longing to those playlists. This altogether gives
10 playlists with 288 videos. Each playlist has up
to 35 lecture videos. These playlists range from
general mathematics courses on calculus and linear
algebra to more advanced topics like graph theory
and functional analysis. For the full list, please
refer to Appendix A.

We use the Google YouTube API to extract the
video identification numbers within each playlist,
and the YouTube Data API V3 to collect the audio
from each video. To transcribe the video audio to
text, we use OpenAI’s Whisper large-v2 model
(Radford et al., 2022). We manually check the
quality of some of the lecture transcripts and find
them to be faithful to what is said in the lectures.
Our dataset tracks each lecture’s video ID, video
title, playlist ID, and transcription model used.

3.2 Lecture Comments
We use the Google YouTube API to collect a to-
tal of 15,784 user comments from each lecture
videos. We do not track the user ID of the com-
ment. If the comment mentions another user with
“@”, we anonymize the username by replacing it
with “[USERNAME]”. All comments are top-level
comments, not replies to comments. This means
that if a comment belongs in a thread of another
comment, it is not included in our dataset. Each
course playlist varies in the number of comments;
Appendix A reports the comment statistics. We an-
notate the comments according to a coding rubric
we develop to better understand how users engage
with the instruction and lecture content. This rubric
is detailed in the next section, Section 4.
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Category Example comment % #

general Best video I have watched so far, I was with him all the way and my concentration
never dipped.

28.37% 82

confusion 34:43 why "directional second derivative" would not give us a clue of whether it
is a min or max? I thought it is a promising way. hmmm.

20.76% 60

pedagogy From this lecture, I really understand Positive Definite Matrices and Minima
thanks to Dr. Gilbert Strang. The examples really help me to fully comprehend
this important subject.

7.27% 21

setup Oh.. my god.. the board and chalk are phenomenal..! 3.81% 11

personal sweet, did this like a term and a half ago in higshcool. aced the test for it too :D
gosh calculus is awesome!

9.00% 26

clarification @[USERNAME] Actually, if a constant k=1/1m is used, then in the final formula
for V you will end up with subtracting mˆ1 from mˆ2 which is apparently not
correct.

2.42% 7

gratitude Thank you very much! Amazing lectures! 13.49% 39

nonenglish Tłumaczenie na polski wymiata 6.57% 19

na sounds drunk on 0.5 speed 42.21% 123

Table 2: Example comments for each comment annotation category. The category percentage of the sample dataset
is reported in the column %. Note, a comment can be labeled with multiple categories so the percentages do not
add up to 100%. The number of comments in the sample dataset labelled with that category by at least one of the
annotators is reported in the column #.

Zero-shot prompting for pedagogy category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:

Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment mentions the teacher’s instructional method, which includes but is not
limited to the use of examples, applications, worked out problems, proofs, visualizations,
elaboration, and analogies.

Figure 2: The zero-shot prompt for the pedagogy category.

4 Feedback Rubric

We develop a rubric that catalogs different types
of student feedback found in SIGHT. This rubric
is used for annotating the comments at scale as
well (rf. Section 5). This section details how we
developed this rubric.

4.1 Rubric Development
When creating the taxonomy, we seek to jointly
maximize the following objectives.

• Provide coverage of feedback expressed in
our data. We uncover categories starting from
the data and manually label a subset of the
data; this is a part of a qualitative research
methodology known as the grounded theory
approach (Corbin and Strauss, 1990).

• Provide coverage of feedback types in the
literature. After we developed a set of cat-
egories directly from the data, we consult
prior work on course evaluations to incorpo-
rate potentially missing themes. Specifically,
we used Gravestock and Gregor-Greenleaf
(2008); Chen and Hoshower (2003); Zabaleta
(2007); Kim and Piech (2023) as additional
sources.

• Be specific about what the feedback is about.
We want to make the feedback categories tar-
geted, enabling instructors to easily under-
stand areas for improvement.

Our process for developing the rubric follows the
procedure outlined in O’Connor and Joffe (2020);
Seidel et al. (2015); Corbin and Strauss (1990):
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Two authors read a subset of randomly selected
comments and developed the initial categories col-
laboratively. The categories were then adapted to
be specific and iterated until both authors agreed
that the categories sufficiently covered the com-
ments.

4.2 Rubric Categories

The final feedback categories in our rubric are de-
tailed below. Examples of each category are shown
in Table 2.

General: The comment expresses a general/big-
picture opinion about the video’s content and/or
about the teaching/professional characteristics of
the instructor. For example, “Amazing!!!” or
“Great teacher.” would be marked as general.

Confusion: The comment asks a math-related
question, expresses math-related confusion, and/or
points out a math-related mistake in the video.

Pedagogy: The comment mentions an instruc-
tional method. Instructional methods include the
use of examples, applications, worked out prob-
lems, proofs, visualizations, elaboration, and analo-
gies.

Teaching setup: The comment describes or men-
tions the lecture’s teaching setup. Teaching setup
includes the chalk, chalkboard, microphone or
audio-related aspects, and camera or camera-
related aspects (e.g., angle).

Personal experience: The comment mentions
the user’s personal experience or context with re-
spect to the lecture. Personal experience or context
includes the user’s own math learning or teaching
experiences.

Clarification: The comment clarifies someone’s
math-related misunderstanding or elaborates con-
tent from the video, and the comment includes an
‘@‘ that is immediately followed by a username.

Gratitude: The comment contains the word
“thanks” or “thank”.

Non-English comment: The comment is not in
English.†

†Because the lectures are conducted in English and the au-
thors feel most comfortable English, we make the distinction
between English and non-English comments.

N/A: The comment expresses a joke or is a troll
comment, and/or the comment says something that
is hard to connect to the video content, and/or the
comment does not fall into any of the categories
above.

4.3 Annotation of Sample Dataset

We have two annotators (co-authors) annotate a
sample dataset of 280 comments based on the
rubric descriptions provided above. The annota-
tors are asked to select all categories that applied.
Table 2 reports the category percentage in the sam-
ple dataset. Appendix B includes an image of the
annotation interface.

5 Scaling Annotation

This section details how we scale annotations using
our rubric and LLMs. Scaling annotation is cru-
cial for sifting through large amounts of unstruc-
tured data (e.g., the 15,784 comments in SIGHT)
and uncovering relevant student feedback. By us-
ing LLMs, we can cheaply and quickly classify
comments, without the need for expensive human
annotation.

5.1 Model

For scaling annotation, we use GPT-3.5
(gpt-3.5-turbo) through the OpenAI API
(OpenAI, 2023). Although alternative models can
also be used, such as text-davinci-003 from
the original InstructGPT model family (Ouyang
et al., 2022), or open-sourced models like Flan-T5
(Chung et al., 2022), GPT-3.5 is cheap, effective,
and generally accessible for researchers without
GPU support.

5.2 Prompting Methods

This section discusses the prompting strategies
used for scaling annotation. We also experiment
with other approaches, but report the most effective
approaches in the main text. We detail our prior
attempts and best practices in Appendix D, which
we believe to be highly instructive for researchers
applying this methodology to other settings.

Each comment is annotated as a binary classi-
fication task per category, i.e., does this category
apply to this comment? We found that comments
oftentimes contained multiple types of feedback.
For example, a comment like “His teaching style
seems casual and intuitive. I go to a small pub-
lic college and the course is much more formal
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and proof driven. These lectures are a great ad-
dition to (as well as a nice break from) formal
proofs. Thanks MIT!” includes feedback tied to the
pedagogy, personal, and gratitude categories.

Zero-shot prompting. Zero-shot prompting di-
rectly asks the model to label the category. Fol-
lowing prior work (Child et al., 2019; Ziems et al.,
2023), we first provide the context of the comment
and the comment itself, then provide instructions
on the labelling task. The context of the comment
includes a mention to MIT OCW, the playlist name
and video name. The instructions include a de-
scription of the category, and prompts the model
to respond with “true” or “false” for whether the
category applies to the comment. Figure 2 shows
an example of a zero-shot prompt. The zero-shot
setting is the most similar to the human annotation
setup.

K-shot prompting. K-shot prompting provides
examples of the annotation. It first includes the
instructions at the top of the prompt, then k exam-
ples that include the context, the comment, and the
label. Our work uses 3-shot examples. We did not
find any benefits including more than 3 examples.
The instructions are moved to the top to avoid re-
peating the instructions after every example. Due
to space constraints, we include our k-shot prompts
in Appendix E.

K-shot prompting with reasoning. K-shot
prompting with reasoning is similar to k-shot
prompting, but additionally provides a reasoning
for the label. The reasoning comes after the com-
ment, but before the label. Due to space constraints,
we include our k-shot reasoning prompts in Ap-
pendix E.

5.3 Evaluation
We aim to measure the effectiveness of ChatGPT
in scaling the annotation process and providing in-
structors with useful feedback. Our evaluations are
centered around the following research questions.

RQ1: How does the zero-shot approach with Chat-
GPT compare to human annotations across
categories? We investigate this question by
measuring the IRR between the human annota-
tions and the zero-shot ChatGPT annotations.

RQ2: How does the incorporation of additional
information, such as k-shot examples and rea-
soning, affect the model’s annotation? We in-
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Figure 3: Human inter-annotator agreement (human) vs.
human-model inter-annotator agreement (0-shot). The
agreement scores are color-coded by category.

vestigate this question by measuring the IRR
between the human annotations and the k-shot
and k-shot with reasoning ChatGPT annota-
tions.

RQ3: What are some examples of useful feedback
in the scaled annotated dataset? We investi-
gate this by performing a qualitative analysis
(grounded theory approach) on the comments
annotated with the confusion category.

6 Results

RQ1. We compare ChatGPT’s zero-shot annota-
tion to human annotations on the sample dataset de-
scribed in Section 4.3. We compute Cohen’s kappa
to measure IRR within categories. Table 3 reports
the human IRR as human and the average human-
model IRR on the zero-shot setting as 0-shot. The
human-model agreement never surpasses the hu-
man agreement scores. The human-model agree-
ment also varies a lot across categories. For exam-
ple, the model has fair agreement with the human
annotators on pedagogy and personal (∼ 0.30)
and perfect agreement on gratitude (0.92). To
better understand the model’s failure modes, we
manually inspect the model’s mislabeled com-
ments. Table 4 shows comments that are repre-
sentative of common failure modes on pedagogy
and personal. The model seems to miss subtle
references to either category, such as “explaining
their algebra steps” for category pedagogy. The
model also tended to mislabel student questions
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IRR gen. conf. peda. set. pers. clar. gra. noneng. na

human 0.75 0.91 0.79 0.95 0.74 0.83 0.92 0.94 0.74

0-shot 0.48 0.72 0.35 0.85 0.32 0.48 0.92 0.87 0.65
3-shot 0.50 0.69 0.52 0.75 0.57 0.16 0.85 0.64 0.50
3-shot-R 0.52 0.76 0.57 0.85 0.37 0.32 0.93 0.50 0.47

Table 3: Cohen’s kappa scores for measuring inter-rater reliability (IRR) within humans (human) and within
human-model pairs across the rubric categories (abbreviated in the table). We bold the best human-model strategy
within each category. The human IRR is used as a reference score. It is in the highlighted row and always reaches
substantial to perfect agreement (at least 0.70). The other rows measure the average human-model IRR when the
model is prompted 0-shot (0-shot), 3-shot (3-shot), or 3-shot with reasoning (3-shot-R).

# Category Comment H M

A pedagogy This guy is great. I studied engineering at a university less prestigious than MIT,
and I remember professors refusing to explain their algebra steps. They were
like "you should know this already".

1 0

B personal Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell. My guy could barely speak
English, let alone explain what we were trying to accomplish. I understood that
if we wanted eigenvectors perpendicular to x we’d get lift relative to flow...but
this guy would have made the math a bit simpler.

1 0

C pedagogy 41:53 These are questions that should be asked in recitation, not in lecture. 0 1

D personal why is iteration in newtons done..i cant understand the logic behind this 0 1

Table 4: Error analysis on pedagogy and personal, the two lowest agreement categories on the zero shot setting
(0-shot). The H column is the category label that both humans assigned the comment to, and the M column is the
label that the model assigned the comment to. 1 indicates that the annotator believes the category does apply to the
comment, whereas 0 is where the category is presumed not to apply.

as examples of pedagogy and personal. Cate-
gories that require more interpretation seem to
be more difficult for the model to annotate in
agreement with humans.

To further investigate this, we plot human against
0-shot in Figure 3. Strikingly, we observe a cor-
relation between the model’s annotations and the
humans’ annotations: Categories exhibiting greater
consistency among human annotators (>0.9 IRR)
also display higher agreement between humans and
the model (>0.7), while categories with less consis-
tent human annotations (0.7-0.8) correspondingly
demonstrate lower levels of human-model agree-
ment (0.3-0.5). Our findings suggest that the
model’s annotations reflect the variability ob-
served in human opinions, providing a comple-
mentary perspective to recent works such as He
et al. (2023), which report models outperforming
humans in annotation tasks. Our results suggest
that this superior performance may not always hold,
as the model’s annotation accuracy appears to be
influenced by the level of human agreement. Ap-
pendix C includes additional plots of the category
distributions across different annotators.

RQ2. The previous section on RQ1’s zero-shot
performance indicates that the model poorly anno-
tates categories that involve more qualitative inter-
pretation. Each category has seems to have com-
mon failure modes. This section explores poten-
tial remedies that provide more information to the
model: We provide three examples with annotated
labels for each category in the prompt. These ex-
amples were selected based on the errors the model
made in the zero-shot setting. We also test provid-
ing the same three examples with human-written
reasoning as to why those examples are annotated
with such a label.

Table 3 reports the human-model agreement
scores on the 3-shot (3-shot) and 3-shot with rea-
soning setting (3-shot-R). The effect of the aux-
iliary information varies across the categories:
Some categories benefit from the examples and
reasoning such as pedagogy which does better on
3-shot by +0.17 and on 3-shot-R by +0.22 com-
pared to 0-shot. However, other categories exhibit
consistently worse agreement with more informa-
tion, such as clarification which does worse
on 3-shot by -0.32 and on 3-shot-R by -0.16
compared to 0-shot. We also experiment with
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Subcategories Comments labeled as confusion

Conceptual Can anyone explain what professor meant by pivot variables ?

Conceptual Can anyone help me understand, why the professor keep saying at 19:01 that we can’t solve 4 equation
with 3 unknowns?

Potential mistake i think the explanation of the first queston was a little bit wrong it seems. because he wrote the equation
to diagonalize the matxix P even though it does not have 3 independent eigen vectors.

Potential mistake Anyone understand the equation at 32:15? I think x_free should be above x_pivot?

Resources What is good homework to test if we clearly understand this lecture? Is there such corresponding
homework?

Resources Does anyone know which lecture he derive the general equation for a determinant? Would be a massive
help thanks!

Table 5: Example comments in the confusion category.

selectively picking the examples and tuning the rea-
soning, but those attempts did not result in better
agreement across the categories. We flag this as
an important area to address by future research for
performing annotation work with LLMs.

RQ3. This section explores the annotated dataset
on confusion, a category that has high human-
model IRR and would be useful for providing in-
structors feedback. Of the total 15,784 comments,
about 16% are annotated with confusion by the
model. The model allows for easy identification
of areas where students are struggling to under-
stand the material. This information can be invalu-
able for teachers looking to refine their instruction
(e.g., minimize confusion in their teaching mate-
rial) and improve the learning experience for their
students. Table 5 illustrates the diversity in subcat-
egories within confusion. We used the qualitative
research approach of grounded theory to discover
these categories. There is a range of comments
which ask a conceptual questions (e.g., “Can any-
one explain what professor meant by pivot vari-
ables ?”) or express confusion due to a potential
mistake in the lecture (e.g., “i think the explanation
of the first question was a little bit wrong it seems.”)
Instructors may use these identified comments to
appropriately adapt their lecture content in future
course iterations.

7 Limitations

While our work provides a useful starting point for
understanding student feedback, there are limita-
tions to our work. Addressing these limitations will
be an important area for future research.

Comments may not reflect real student feedback.
The comments in our dataset are from users who
have chosen to post publicly on YouTube. Addi-

tionally, the comments may include features spe-
cific to this online education setting. Thus, the
comments may reflect real student comments from
these courses.

There is a selection bias in lecture sources.
SIGHT includes lectures that may be drawn from
the most successful offerings of that course. The
instructional quality may not be representative of
typical instruction. Thus, inferences drawn about
the instruction should be interpreted with caution,
as they might not generalize to other lecture set-
tings.

We analyze only English comments. We ana-
lyze only English comments because the lecture
content is given in English and the authors are most
comfortable with English. As a result, our rubric
may not capture the types of feedback from non-
English students watching lectures taught in En-
glish. In the future, the rubric and analysis should
be adapted to account for the multilingual feedback
setting.

We annotate a small subsample of the data To
assess the validity of the automatic labels, we con-
duct a diagnostic study on a small, randomly se-
lected subset of the dataset, comprising approxi-
mately 2% of the comments. Our work aims to
establish a preliminary evaluation of the human-
model agreement and model annotations, and fur-
ther validation of the automatic labels is neces-
sary. Future work can focus on acquiring such
gold-standard annotations to enhance the quality
and reliability of the automatic labels.

8 Future Work

This work contributes SIGHT (a dataset of lecture
transcripts and student comments), a rubric for an-
notating student comments, and an analysis on the
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annotation quality of LLMs and annotated com-
ments.

Synthesizing student feedback effectively for in-
structors. Given the large volume of feedback
that instructors receive, it is important to develop
methods for summarizing student feedback (Hu
et al., 2022). Equally important is how to present
the feedback to teachers such that teachers receive
it well and can easily incorporate it into their in-
struction (Yao and Grady, 2005; Lindahl and Unger,
2010).

Revising the lecture content with respect to stu-
dent feedback. SIGHT contains per-lecture user
comments. This can serve as language feedback for
revising the lecture content conditioned on student
feedback (Scheurer et al., 2022).

Expanding the human annotations Our work
relies on two annotators (co-authors) familiar with
rubric categories who annotated 280 comments
from the total of 15,784 comments. Future work
can investigate expanding the human annotations
using our rubric, which may be useful for finetun-
ing or evaluations. Additionally, the rubric cate-
gories focus on the themes that emerge from the
comments. These can act as an initial filter on rel-
evant versus irrelevant comments for instruction
feedback. Future work can consider incorporating
categories that play a more specific role for their
use case, such as capturing the student’s experience
in the course (Welch and Mihalcea, 2016; Ganesh
et al., 2022).

Improving the model’s annotation for qualita-
tive analysis methods Our work shows that the
model does not annotate categories well that re-
quire more interpretation, even with auxiliary infor-
mation. Future work can explore alternative best
practices needed in prompting for these types of
categories.

9 Conclusion

Our work contributes SIGHT, a large-scale dataset
of lecture transcripts and student comments. We
propose a rubric and different prompting methods
for performing automated annotations on SIGHT.
While we find that there is still room for improve-
ment on reliably automating the annotation pro-
cess, the dataset and rubric provide a foundation
for future research to address the challenges of dis-
covering useful feedback from students at scale.

For qualitative researchers, SIGHT offers a unique
opportunity to investigate and gain insights into
the feedback provided by students in online learn-
ing environments. The comments cover students’
perspectives and opinions related to math lectures.
Educators can also leverage SIGHT as a valuable
resource to learn from student comments and refine
their teaching materials. By analyzing the feed-
back provided by students, educators can identify
strengths and weaknesses in their instruction, dis-
cover areas that students find challenging or confus-
ing, and gather valuable insights to enhance their
teaching methodologies. We hope the dataset and
methods building off of this dataset can aid educa-
tors in making data-informed decisions to optimize
their instructional practices, thereby promoting a
more effective learning environment.
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A SIGHT details

The playlists used in SIGHT are:

• 6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Ap-
plied Probability

• 18.01 Single Variable Calculus

• 18.02 Multivariable Calculus

• 18.404J Theory of Computation

• 18.06 Linear Algebra

• 18.065 Matrix Methods in Data Analysis, Sig-
nal Processing, and Machine Learning

• 18.100A Real Analysis

• 18.102 Introduction to Functional Analysis

• 18.217 Graph Theory and Additive Combina-
torics

• 18.650 Statistics for Applications

Table 6 shows each playlist’s number of com-
ments. These comments are collected through
Google’s YouTube API as detailed in Section 3.

B Human annotation interface

Figure 6 shows an example of what the annotation
interface looks like. Each comment had to be la-
beled with at least one category in order to proceed
to the next comment. The human annotators anno-
tated the same comments. A total of 290 comments
are manually annotated and are used to perform the
annotation analysis in Section 6.

C Distribution of annotations

Figure 4 shows the distribution of comment cate-
gories from the two human annotators and model.

D Scaling annotation

This section documents prior attempts at scaling
annotation with LLMs. We believe this is highly
instructive for researchers applying LLMs to other
domains to facilitate their qualitative analysis.

D.1 Multi-class classification with entire
rubric

Setup We first attempted to perform multi-class
classification over all 9 categories on each com-
ment, i.e., which one category best applies to this
comment? Note this is different from the multi-
label classification scheme that our work performs
in the main text. This method similarly provides
the context of the comment and the comment itself,
then provide instructions on the labelling task. The
context of the comment includes a mention to MIT
OCW, the playlist name, and the video name. The
instructions include the entire annotation rubric: a
list of the all category names and descriptions. It
ends by instructing the model to respond with the
category that best applies to the comment. An ex-
ample of such a multi-class classification prompt
is shown in Figure 7.

Results First, the human-model agreement
scores were generally moderate (∼ 0.50). We
found that the model did not follow constraints
we had set for some categories. One constraint
is on gratitude: label comments as gratitude if
and only if they contain “thanks” or “thank”. We
found that the model would still label comments
that alluded to being grateful but did not follow this
constraint as gratitude. Attempts at tuning the
prompt did not result in higher IRR.

Additionally, a comment may belong to mul-
tiple categories in our rubric, making it chal-
lenging to make the model to just the one best
category for the comment. The human annotators
did have rules for resolving category conflicts, i.e.,
when a comment belongs to more than one cate-
gory, which of the categories to assign. These rules
were also included in the prompt, however this did
not improve the model’s annotations much.

D.2 Staged divide-and-conquer multi-class
classification

Setup To more directly help LLMs choose the
one label that best applies to a comment, we give
the LLM a series of simpler classification subtasks,
i.e. a staged classification scheme. In the first
stage, we ask the model to annotate categories that
are more easily resolvable, e.g., gratitude, which
only looks for the words “thanks” or “thank” in
comments. We provide the model the option to
also annotate with “none” if none of the of cate-
gories in the stage apply. These “none” comments
then transition to the next stage of labelling. The
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Playlist name Number of comments

6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Applied Probability 1,031

18.01 Single Variable Calculus 3,293

18.02 Multivariable Calculus 2,642

18.404J Theory of Computation 202

18.06 Linear Algebra 6,021

18.065 Matrix Methods in Data Analysis, Signal Processing, and Machine Learning 1,448

18.100A Real Analysis 244

18.102 Introduction to Functional Analysis 129

18.217 Graph Theory and Additive Combinatorics 78

18.650 Statistics for Applications 696

Table 6: Number of comments from each playlist in our dataset.

following stages ask the LLM to classify between
a set of categories that are often mistaken for each
other, and continue to pass comments that have
not gotten a label to the following stage(s). One
example of categories that the LLM frequently mis-
takes for each other are general and pedagogy:
Although both categories can include comments
about the teacher, pedagogy should only include
comments that explicitly talk about the teacher’s in-
structional method, while general should include
comments that expresses more general opinions
about the teacher. Therefore, we tried grouping
general and pedagogy together in one stage in
hopes of helping the model more clearly see the
difference between the two categories.

Results We found that compared to the previous
classification scheme (Section D.1), asking the
LLM to classify between a smaller set of cat-
egories that are often mistaken for each other
does reduce the number of errors that the LLM
makes between those categories. For example,
from frequently mistaking pedagogy as general
comments when prompted with the entire rubric
(i.e., all other categories), isolating the classifica-
tion between just general and pedagogy to one
stage helped the LLM more accurately decide be-
tween labelling a comment as general, pedagogy,
or none of the two. However, the human-model
agreement scores were still at most moderate (∼
0.60).

Our attempts to perform multi-class classifica-
tion (with the entire rubric and with the staged
divide-and-conquer method) led us to hypothesize
that in our setting, the task of choosing only one
label that best applies to a comment is too difficult

for LLMs to perform reliably. This is especially
the case when comments require using one of our
category conflict rules: ChatGPT did not seem to
handle category conflicts as we had instructed in
the prompt.

D.3 Binary classification per category
This is the final classification scheme we tried and
use in our main work.

Motivation Given the difficulty in performing
multi-class classification and given that many com-
ments do fit into multiple categories, we decided to
implement binary classification per category. This
involves prompting for each category on whether
each label applies to a comment. This annotation
scheme also allows each comment to be labelled
with more than one category.

Additionally, in previous attempts, we found that
the label names in the prompt affects the LLM’s
response. For example, renaming the gratitude
category as “thanks” increases the human-model
agreement score because the model would other-
wise mark every comment that alludes to a grateful
sentiment as gratitude. Our binary classification
approach eliminates the need for label names in
prompts and reduces the priors that LLMs may
have on certain label names.

Setup As our final prompting strategy, each
comment is annotated as a binary classification
task per category, i.e., does this category apply to
this comment? Note that we have moved from
multi-class classification (giving each comment
just a single label) to multi-label classification
(allowing each comment to get multiple labels).
Details on this final prompting strategy can
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be found in Section 5.2. However, note that a
category’s description in the final version of our
prompts may be slightly different from the human
description for the category, since after multiple
prompt engineering attempts, we found those new
descriptions to be better at helping the LLM to
detect comments in that category. For example,
to help the LLM label short adjective comments
like “Marvelous!!!” as general, we had to add
the underlined part to the general category’s
description in our general prompt: “The comment
expresses a general sentiment/adjective about or
expresses a general/big-picture opinion about
the video’s content and/or about the teach-
ing/professional characteristics of the instructor.”

Results Results for this binary classification per
category method can be found in Section 6.

E Prompts

This section details the prompts used for the 0-shot,
k-shot and k-shot reasoning prompting strategies.
We use these prompts to get the model annotations
used in Section 6.

E.1 0-shot prompts
• Figure 8 is the 0-shot prompt for general.

• Figure 9 is the 0-shot prompt for confusion.

• Figure 10 is the 0-shot prompt for pedagogy.

• Figure 11 is the 0-shot prompt for setup.

• Figure 12 is the 0-shot prompt for personal.

• Figure 13 is the 0-shot prompt for
clarification.

• Figure 14 is the 0-shot prompt for gratitude.

• Figure 15 is the 0-shot prompt for
nonenglish.

• Figure 16 is the 0-shot prompt for na.

E.2 k-shot prompts
• Figure 17 is the k-shot prompt for general.

• Figure 18 is the k-shot prompt for confusion.

• Figure 19 is the k-shot prompt for pedagogy.

• Figure 20 is the k-shot prompt for setup.

• Figure 21 is the k-shot prompt for personal.

• Figure 22 is the k-shot prompt for
clarification.

• Figure 23 is the k-shot prompt for gratitude.

• Figure 24 is the k-shot prompt for
nonenglish.

• Figure 25 is the k-shot prompt for na.

E.3 k-shot reasoning prompts
• Figure 26 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
general.

• Figure 27 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
confusion.

• Figure 28 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
pedagogy.

• Figure 29 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
setup.

• Figure 30 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
personal.

• Figure 31 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
clarification.

• Figure 32 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
gratitude.

• Figure 33 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
nonenglish.

• Figure 34 is the k-shot reasoning prompt for
na.
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Figure 4: The distribution of categories annotated by the two humans H1 and H2 as well as (a) the 0-shot prompted
model, (b) the k-shot prompted model, and (c) the k-shot with reasoning prompted model.
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Figure 5: Human annotation interface for labelling YouTube comments
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Figure 6: Human annotation interface for labelling YouTube comments

Multi-class classification with entire rubric

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}

Your task is to annotate the comment with one of the labels defined below. If the
comment fits into multiple labels, please choose the label that best fits the spirit
of the comment.
- ‘thanks’: The student explicitly expresses gratitude. Comments must include "thanks"
or "thank" to be labeled as ‘thanks’.
- ‘general’: The student makes a general comment about the video’s *content* or a comment
about the *teaching characteristics* of the instructor. If the comment is not related
to the content or teaching characteristics (e.g., the comment is about the instructor’s
appearance or accent), then the comment should be labeled as ‘na’.
- ‘style’: The student comments on *how* the teacher teaches the content. This includes
comments on the use of examples, applications, or step-by-step explanations.
- ‘personal_experience’: The student shares a personal experience related to the content,
such as their previous attempts at learning the content.
- ‘question’: The student expresses *math-related* confusion. Comments must include a
question and math-related confusion to be labeled as ‘question’.
- ‘assist’: The student clarifies someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborates
the content. Comments must include ‘@‘user and math-related content to be labeled as
‘assist’.
- ‘bookmark’: The student uses timestamps to mark *content-related* features of the
video, such as the content outline or the start of a topic. Comments must include a
timestamp and math-related content to be labeled as ‘bookmark’. Otherwise (e.g., if a
student uses a timestamp to mark a joke), the comment should be labeled as ‘na’.
- ‘non_english’: The student’s comment is not in English.
- ‘na’: The student does not express any of the above types of comments. Instead, for
example, the student jokes, says something insulting about the content or instructor, or
says something unrelated to the math content.

Comment: {comment}
Label:

Figure 7: Example of a multi-class classification prompt with entire rubric.
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Zero-shot prompting for general category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment expresses a general sentiment/adjective about or expresses a
*general/big-picture* opinion about the video’s *content* and/or about the
teaching/professional characteristics of the *instructor*.

Figure 8: The zero-shot prompt for the general category.

Zero-shot prompting for confusion category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment asks a specific mathematical question and/or points out a mathematical mistake
in the video.

Figure 9: The zero-shot prompt for the confusion category.

Zero-shot prompting for pedagogy category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:

Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment mentions the teacher’s instructional method, which includes but is not
limited to the use of examples, applications, worked out problems, proofs, visualizations,
elaboration, and analogies.

Figure 10: The zero-shot prompt for the pedagogy category.

Zero-shot prompting for setup category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment mentions the lecture’s physical teaching setup, which includes but is not
limited to the chalk, board, microphone or audio-related aspects, and camera-related
aspects (e.g., angle).

Figure 11: The zero-shot prompt for the setup category.
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Zero-shot prompting for personal category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment mentions the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on their own
outside of watching this lecture/series.

Figure 12: The zero-shot prompt for the personal category.

Zero-shot prompting for clarification category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment clarifies someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborates content from
the video, and the comment includes an ‘@’ that is immediately followed by a username.

Figure 13: The zero-shot prompt for the clarification category.

Zero-shot prompting for gratitude category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank".

Figure 14: The zero-shot prompt for the gratitude category.

Zero-shot prompting for nonenglish category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment is in English.

Figure 15: The zero-shot prompt for the nonenglish category. The final label on this is flipped.

Zero-shot prompting for na category

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}

If the statement below is true, please respond "true"; otherwise, please respond "false":
The comment expresses a joke or is a troll comment.

Figure 16: The zero-shot prompt for the na category.
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K-shot prompting for general category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label
whether the comment expresses a general sentiment/adjective about or expresses
a *general/big-picture* opinion about the video’s *content* and/or about the
teaching/professional characteristics of the *instructor*. If it is true, then label
"true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 34. Final Course Review
Comment: Absolutely well done and definitely keep it up!!! :thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
:thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
:thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 3: Matrices; inverse matrices | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall
2007
Comment: Ideally, do you learn multivariable calculus first or linear algebra? A lot of
stuff here seems to be based on 18.06.
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 16: Double integrals | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: This video is very helpful, i appreciate the help.
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Label:

Figure 17: The k-shot prompt for the general category.
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K-shot prompting for confusion category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment asks a specific mathematical question and/or points out a mathematical mistake
in the video. If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006 Video name: Lec 35 | MIT
18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: can’t L’Hopital’s rule be explained geometricly? what about the functions curves’
tangancy ?
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below: Playlist name: MIT 18.06
Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 14. Orthogonal Vectors and Subspaces
Comment: Just I have wondered. Are they student of MIT? Why are they so silent??????
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.100A Real Analysis, Fall 2020
Video name: Lecture 7: Convergent Sequences of Real Numbers
Comment: There is a mistake in lecture notes, example 71. Example in the lecture notes
picks epsilon_0=12 and then proceeds with 1=|(-1)ˆM-(-1)ˆ(M+1)|. This is wrong. Epsilon
should be 1; and the expression with absolute values evaluates to 2. The lecture video is
correct, the lecture notes are not.
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Label

Figure 18: The k-shot prompt for the confusion category.
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K-shot prompting for pedagogy category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment explicitly mentions a pedagogical method, which includes but is not limited to
the use of examples, applications, worked out problems, proofs, visualizations, elaboration,
step-by-step explanation, reiteration, and analogies. If this is true, then label "true";
otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 26. Complex Matrices; Fast Fourier Transform
Comment: He’s just showing applications of linear algebra, not teaching them. That’s why
it seems "sloppy". You just can’t teach Fourier Transform in 30 mins.
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 1. The Geometry of Linear Equations
Comment: This lecture plus 3blue1brown’s videos are getting these concepts to stick for me.
Thank you Prof. Strang!!!
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 9. Independence, Basis, and Dimension
Comment: His teaching style seems casual and intuitive. I go to a small public college
and the course is much more formal and proof driven. These lectures are a great addition
to (as well as a nice break from) formal proofs. Thanks MIT!
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Label:

Figure 19: The k-shot prompt for the pedagogy category.
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K-shot prompting for setup category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment mentions the lecture’s physical teaching setup, which includes but is not
limited to the chalk, board, microphone or audio-related aspects, and camera-related
aspects (e.g., angle). If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.100A Real Analysis, Fall 2020
Video name: Lecture 1: Sets, Set Operations and Mathematical Induction
Comment: Thanks for posting this course, the instructor is great. If I may, there is
only one request, in the future if the camera could move less frequently, the camera is
following the instructor too closely, making me a bit dizzy.
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: 6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Applied Probability
Video name: 5. Discrete Random Variables I
Comment:A ""random variable is a function in programming"".... mic drop!
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 30 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: The mic noise and hiss is distracting in this lecture, I hope someone could fix
it ..
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Label:

Figure 20: The k-shot prompt for the setup category.
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K-shot prompting for personal category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment mentions the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on their
own outside of watching this lecture/series. If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise,
label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 1. The Geometry of Linear Equations
Comment: Amazing! I like linear algebra a lot, I already had this class in college, I
keep reading about it and ... I didn’t even notice the passing of 40 minutes of the first
class you! No wonder MIT is a world reference!
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: 6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Applied Probability
Video name: 14. Poisson Process I
Comment: I am having a hard time making sense of the notation at 11:22. I believe the
notation should be the conditional probability P(k|t) rather than P(k,t). I interpreted
the latter to be the joint probability and if it is the case, the summation over all k of
P(k,t) given a fixed t could not be equal to 1. Anyone, please help knock some sense to my
head!
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 21. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Comment: Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell. My guy could barely speak
English, let alone explain what we were trying to accomplish. I understood that if we
wanted eigenvectors perpendicular to x we’d get lift relative to flow...but this guy would
have made the math a bit simpler.
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Label:

Figure 21: The k-shot prompt for the personal category.
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K-shot prompting for clarification category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment clarifies someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborates content from
the video, and the comment includes an ‘@‘ that is immediately followed by a username. If
this is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 3 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: @[USERNAME] it’s the math dragon theorem
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 23: Flux; normal form of Green’s theorem | MIT 18.02 Multivariable
Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: 30:00, the way to remember it is that the work is a straightforward dot product
of F with <dx, dy>, M goes with x and N goes with y and we add, and the flux is a dot
product of F with the same vector rotated pi/2 so N goes with x and a minus sign with
few choices left for M. Auroux missed a nice opportunity at the beginning to clarify the
sign convention for flux by foreshadowing the result for closed curves with + being from
the inside, out. I’m not faulting anyone, I couldn’t give a lecture on this and keep
possession of both my hands when erasing blackboards operated by hazardous machines. If he
loses his hands, he’ll never erase anything again. Be careful out there, Denis, we don’t
want to lose a great teacher. Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related*
misunderstanding or elaborate content from the video?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 22 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: @[USERNAME] Actually, if a constant k=11m is used, then in the final formula for
V you will end up with subtracting mˆ 1 from mˆ 2 which is apparently not correct.
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Label:

Figure 22: The k-shot prompt for the clarification category.
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K-shot prompting for gratitude category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank". If it is true, then label "true";
otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.650 Statistics for Applications, Fall 2016
Video name: 15. Regression (cont.)
Comment: Thank you for the lectures, could you please state what topics did Lectures 10
and 16 covered? So we can research them separately.
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.100A Real Analysis, Fall 2020
Video name: Lecture 1: Sets, Set Operations and Mathematical Induction
Comment: "Keep up the good work:thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 2 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: Thanks! I prepared my high school final exam from this lecture. This really
helped me!!
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Label:

Figure 23: The k-shot prompt for the gratitude category.
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K-shot prompting for nonenglish category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment is in English. If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 1. The Geometry of Linear Equations
Comment: Amazing! I like linear algebra a lot, I already had this class in college, I
keep reading about it and ... I didn’t even notice the passing of 40 minutes of the first
class you! No wonder MIT is a world reference!
Task: Is the comment in English?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 35 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: 이게계속쓰지말라던로피탈이구나
Task: Is the comment in English?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 21. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Comment: Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell. My guy could barely speak
English, let alone explain what we were trying to accomplish. I understood that if we
wanted eigenvectors perpendicular to x we’d get lift relative to flow...but this guy would
have made the math a bit simpler.
Task: Is the comment in English?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Is the comment in English?
Label:

Figure 24: The k-shot prompt for the nonenglish category.
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K-shot prompting for na category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to label whether
the comment expresses a joke or is a troll comment. If it is true, then label "true";
otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 1: Dot product | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: Watching this to make me feel better about college algebra. lol
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 3. Multiplication and Inverse Matrices
Comment: oh sir thank you a lot !!!!
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 24: Simply connected regions; review | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus,
Fall 2007
Comment: i couldnt resist xD
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Label:

Figure 25: The k-shot prompt for the na category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for general category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment expresses a general
sentiment/adjective about or expresses a *general/big-picture* opinion about the video’s
*content* and/or about the teaching/professional characteristics of the *instructor*. If
it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 34. Final Course Review
Comment: Absolutely well done and definitely keep it up!!! :thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
:thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
:thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one
that meets the criterion. "Absolutely well done and definitely keep it up!!!
:thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
:thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up::thumbs_up:" expresses a general
opinion about the video (well done). Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 3: Matrices; inverse matrices | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall
2007
Comment: Ideally, do you learn multivariable calculus first or linear algebra? A lot of
stuff here seems to be based on 18.06.
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Ideally, do you learn multivariable calculus first or linear algebra?" asks
a math-related question, and does not express a general opinion about the content or
teaching of the instructor. "A lot of stuff here seems to be based on 18.06." builds on
the math-related question. Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 16: Double integrals | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: This video is very helpful, i appreciate the help.
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets
the criterion. "This video is very helpful, i appreciate the help." expresses a general
opinion of the video (helpful). Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment express a general opinion about the video’s content and/or about
the teaching/professional characteristics of the instructor?
Explanation:

Figure 26: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the general category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for confusion category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment asks a specific mathematical
question and/or points out a mathematical mistake in the video. If it is true, then label
"true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 35 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: can’t L’Hopital’s rule be explained geometricly? what about the functions curves’
tangancy ?
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "can’t L’Hopital’s rule be explained geometricly?" asks a question about
L’Hopital’s rule which is an important mathematical concept in calculus. Therefore, the
label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 14. Orthogonal Vectors and Subspaces
Comment: Just I have wondered. Are they student of MIT? Why are they so silent??????
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Just I have wondered." is not a question and does not point out a mistake in
the video. "Are they student of MIT? Why are they so silent??????" are questions, but it
is not related to mathematics. Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.100A Real Analysis, Fall 2020
Video name: Lecture 7: Convergent Sequences of Real Numbers
Comment: There is a mistake in lecture notes, example 71. Example in the lecture notes
picks epsilon_0=1/2 and then proceeds with 1=|(-1)ˆM-(-1)ˆ(M+1)|. This is wrong. Epsilon
should be 1; and the expression with absolute values evaluates to 2. The lecture video is
correct, the lecture notes are not.
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video? Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by
one until we find one that meets the criterion. "There is a mistake in lecture notes,
example 71." points out a mistake in the lecture notes. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment ask a specific mathematical question and/or points out a
mathematical mistake in the video?
Explanation:

Figure 27: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the confusion category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for pedagogy category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment explicitly mentions a
pedagogical method, which includes but is not limited to the use of examples, applications,
worked out problems, proofs, visualizations, elaboration, step-by-step explanation,
reiteration, and analogies. If this is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 26. Complex Matrices; Fast Fourier Transform
Comment: He’s just showing applications of linear algebra, not teaching them. That’s why
it seems "sloppy". You just can’t teach Fourier Transform in 30 mins.
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "He’s just showing applications of linear algebra, not teaching them." mentions
the teacher is using applications. Applications are a pedagogical methods. Therefore, the
label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 1. The Geometry of Linear Equations
Comment: This lecture plus 3blue1brown’s videos are getting these concepts to stick for
me. Thank you Prof. Strang!!! Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical
method?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "This lecture plus 3blue1brown’s videos are getting these concepts to stick
for me." communicates that the video is helpful, but it does not mention any pedagogical
method that makes the video helpful. "Thank you Prof. Strang!!!" does not mention any
pedagogical method. Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 9. Independence, Basis, and Dimension
Comment: His teaching style seems casual and intuitive. I go to a small public college
and the course is much more formal and proof driven. These lectures are a great addition
to (as well as a nice break from) formal proofs. Thanks MIT!
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "His teaching style seems casual and intuitive." describes the teaching style,
but does not mention what methods the instructor uses to enable for a casual and intuitive
style. "I go to a small public college and the course is much more formal and proof
driven." mentions the proofs from their previous course, which is a pedagogical method.
Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment explicitly mention a pedagogical method?
Explanation:

Figure 28: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the pedagogy category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for setup category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment mentions the lecture’s
physical teaching setup, which includes but is not limited to the chalk, board, microphone
or audio-related aspects, and camera-related aspects (e.g., angle). If it is true, then
label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.100A Real Analysis, Fall 2020
Video name: Lecture 1: Sets, Set Operations and Mathematical Induction
Comment: Thanks for posting this course, the instructor is great. If I may, there is
only one request, in the future if the camera could move less frequently, the camera is
following the instructor too closely, making me a bit dizzy.
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Thanks for posting this course, the instructor is great." does not mention the
lecture’s physical teaching setup. "If I may, there is only one request, in the future if
the camera could move less frequently, the camera is following the instructor too closely,
making me a bit dizzy." mentions the camera, which is a part of the lecture’s physical
setup. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: 6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Applied Probability
Video name: 5. Discrete Random Variables I
Comment: A ""random variable is a function in programming"".... mic drop!
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "A ""random variable is a function in programming"".... mic drop!" mentions a
mic, but is used figuratively in this context. Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 30 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: The mic noise and hiss is distracting in this lecture, I hope someone could fix
it ..
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets
the criterion. "The mic noise and hiss is distracting in this lecture, I hope someone
could fix it .." mentions the mic hissing, which is part of the physical teaching setup.
Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment mention the lecture’s physical teaching setup?
Explanation:

Figure 29: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the setup category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for personal category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment mentions the user’s personal
experience learning or teaching math on their own outside of watching this lecture/series.
If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 1. The Geometry of Linear Equations
Comment: Amazing! I like linear algebra a lot, I already had this class in college, I
keep reading about it and ... I didn’t even notice the passing of 40 minutes of the first
class you! No wonder MIT is a world reference!
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that mentions the
user’s personal experience. "Amazing!" expresses the user’s opinion about the content, but
does not mention their personal experience outside of this lecture. "I like linear algebra
a lot, I already had this class in college, I keep reading about it and ... I didn’t even
notice the passing of 40 minutes of the first class you!" mentions taking this class in
college, which is a personal experience for this user outside of watching this lecture or
series. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: 6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Applied Probability
Video name: 14. Poisson Process I
Comment: I am having a hard time making sense of the notation at 11:22. I believe the
notation should be the conditional probability P(k|t) rather than P(k,t). I interpreted
the latter to be the joint probability and if it is the case, the summation over all k of
P(k,t) given a fixed t could not be equal to 1. Anyone, please help knock some sense to my
head!
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that mentions
the user’s personal experience. "I am having a hard time making sense of the notation at
11:22." expresses the user’s confusion with the lecture content, but not an experience
outside of watching this lecture or series. "I believe the notation should be the
conditional probability P(k|t) rather than P(k,t)." elaborates what the user is confused
about with the lecture, but not a personal experience outside of the lecture or series. "I
interpreted the latter to be the joint probability and if it is the case, the summation
over all k of P(k,t) given a fixed t could not be equal to 1." elaborates what the user
misunderstood, but does not communicate a personal experience outside of watching thie
lecture or series. "Anyone, please help knock some sense to my head!" requests for help
from others, but does not talk about a personal experience outside of this lecture or
series. Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 21. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Comment: Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell. My guy could barely speak
English, let alone explain what we were trying to accomplish. I understood that if we
wanted eigenvectors perpendicular to x we’d get lift relative to flow...but this guy would
have made the math a bit simpler.
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that mentions
the user’s personal experience. "Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell."
mentions the user’s own math classes at a different university. This is a personal
experience related to learning outside of this video and lecture series. Therefore, the
label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment mention the user’s personal experience learning or teaching math on
their own outside of watching this lecture/series?
Explanation:

Figure 30: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the personal category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for clarification category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment clarifies someone’s
*math-related* misunderstanding or elaborates content from the video, and the comment
includes an ‘@‘ that is immediately followed by a username. If this is true, then label
"true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 3 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: @[USERNAME] it’s the math dragon theorem
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "@[USERNAME] it’s the math dragon theorem" tags another user, and seems to
respond to a question from this user. Responding to a question is a form of clarification.
Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 23: Flux; normal form of Green’s theorem | MIT 18.02 Multivariable
Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: 30:00, the way to remember it is that the work is a straightforward dot product
of F with <dx, dy>, M goes with x and N goes with y and we add, and the flux is a dot
product of F with the same vector rotated pi/2 so N goes with x and a minus sign with
few choices left for M. Auroux missed a nice opportunity at the beginning to clarify the
sign convention for flux by foreshadowing the result for closed curves with + being from
the inside, out. I’m not faulting anyone, I couldn’t give a lecture on this and keep
possession of both my hands when erasing blackboards operated by hazardous machines. If he
loses his hands, he’ll never erase anything again. Be careful out there, Denis, we don’t
want to lose a great teacher.
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "30:00, the way to remember it is that the work is a straightforward dot
product of F with <dx, dy>, M goes with x and N goes with y and we add, and the flux is
a dot product of F with the same vector rotated pi/2 so N goes with x and a minus sign with
few choices left for M." does not contain any @ symbol. "Auroux missed a nice opportunity
at the beginning to clarify the sign convention for flux by foreshadowing the result for
closed curves with + being from the inside, out." also does not contain the @ symbol.
"Also I’m not faulting anyone, I couldn’t give a lecture on this and keep possession of
both my hands when erasing blackboards operated by hazardous machines." also does not
contain the @ symbol. "If he loses his hands, he’ll never erase anything again. Be
careful out there, Denis, we don’t want to lose a great teacher." also does not contain
the @ symbol. Therefore the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 22 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: @[USERNAME] Actually, if a constant k=11m is used, then in the final formula for
V you will end up with subtracting mˆ1 from mˆ2 which is apparently not correct.
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "@[USERNAME] Actually, if a constant k=11m is used, then in the final formula
for V you will end up with subtracting mˆ1 from mˆ2 which is apparently not correct."
contains the @ symbol and seems to correct the other user’s understanding of the math
formula. Correcting someone’s understanding of the math formula is a form of clarification.
Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment clarify someone’s *math-related* misunderstanding or elaborate
content from the video?
Explanation:

Figure 31: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the clarification category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for gratitude category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment contains the word "thanks"
or "thank". If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.650 Statistics for Applications, Fall 2016
Video name: 15. Regression (cont.)
Comment: Thank you for the lectures, could you please state what topics did Lectures 10
and 16 covered? So we can research them separately.
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Thank you for the lectures, could you please state what topics did Lectures 10
and 16 covered?" contains one of the expressions. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.100A Real Analysis, Fall 2020
Video name: Lecture 1: Sets, Set Operations and Mathematical Induction
Comment: Keep up the good work:thumbs_up::thumbs_up:
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Keep up the good work:thumbs_up::thumbs_up:" does not contain any of the
expressions. Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 2 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: Thanks! I prepared my high school final exam from this lecture. This really
helped me!!
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Thanks!" contains one of the expressions. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment contains the word "thanks" or "thank"?
Explanation:

Figure 32: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the gratitude category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for nonenglish category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment is in English. If it is
true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 1. The Geometry of Linear Equations
Comment: Amazing! I like linear algebra a lot, I already had this class in college, I
keep reading about it and ... I didn’t even notice the passing of 40 minutes of the first
class you! No wonder MIT is a world reference!
Task: Is the comment in English?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find a sentence that is
not in English. "Amazing!" is in English. "I like linear algebra a lot, I already had
this class in college, I keep reading about it and ... I didn’t even notice the passing of
40 minutes of the first class you!" is in English. "No wonder MIT is a world reference!"
is also in English. The entire comment is in English. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2006
Video name: Lec 35 | MIT 18.01 Single Variable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: 이게계속쓰지말라던로피탈이구나
Task: Is the comment in English?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find a sentence that is
not in English. 이게계속쓰지말라던로피탈이구나 is not in English. Therefore, the label is
false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 21. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Comment: Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell. My guy could barely speak
English, let alone explain what we were trying to accomplish. I understood that if we
wanted eigenvectors perpendicular to x we’d get lift relative to flow...but this guy would
have made the math a bit simpler.
Task: Is the comment in English?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find a sentence that is
not in English. "Wish this guy taught me Math 293 and 294 at Cornell." is in English. "My
guy could barely speak English, let alone explain what we were trying to accomplish." is
in English. "I understood that if we wanted eigenvectors perpendicular to x we’d get lift
relative to flow...but this guy would have made the math a bit simpler." is also in English.
The entire comment is in English. Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Is the comment in English?
Explanation:

Figure 33: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the nonenglish category.
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K-shot reasoning prompting for na category

Given a user comment on YouTube from a math MIT OCW video, your task is to explain (after
"Explanation:") and label (after "Label:") whether the comment expresses a joke or is a
troll comment. If it is true, then label "true"; otherwise, label "false".

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 1: Dot product | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Comment: Watching this to make me feel better about college algebra. lol
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "Watching this to make me feel better about college algebra." does not seem
to express a joke. "lol" expresses a joking tone to the comment. Therefore, the label is
true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.06 Linear Algebra, Spring 2005
Video name: 3. Multiplication and Inverse Matrices
Comment: oh sir thank you a lot !!!!
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets
the criterion. "oh sir thank you a lot !!!!" does not express a joke or troll comment.
Therefore, the label is false.
Label: false

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus, Fall 2007
Video name: Lec 24: Simply connected regions; review | MIT 18.02 Multivariable Calculus,
Fall 2007
Comment: i couldnt resist xD
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Explanation: Let’s go through the sentences one by one until we find one that meets the
criterion. "i couldnt resist xD" ends in a joking emoji and expressing a joking tone.
Therefore, the label is true.
Label: true

Consider a YouTube comment from the math MIT OCW video below:
Playlist name: {playlistName}
Video name: {videoName}
Comment: {comment}
Task: Does the comment expresses a joke or is the comment a troll comment?
Explanation:

Figure 34: The k-shot reasoning prompt for the na category.
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